Challenges to Legal Education:
The Waikato Law School Experience
By Professor Margaret Wilson*

I. Introduction
On 1 July 1990 the Waikato Law School was formally established. On 19 December 1990, the
then Minister of Education, Dr Lockwood Smith, faxed the University of Waikato notifying it that
the Government had withdrawn the $10 million funding for the establishment of New Zealand’s
new Law School. In March 1991, the Waikato Law School admitted its first students for the LLB
degree, who graduated in 1994. These simple facts belie the traumatic events that accompanied
the establishment of New Zealand’s fifth Law School, some of which have been recorded elsewhere.1 Regardless of the circumstances surrounding the foundation of the School, it has survived
and thrived and this year celebrates its 20th anniversary. Although in legal institutional terms, 20
years represents infancy, it is appropriate to assess how the Law School has survived the challenges of the past 20 years that has seen almost continuous changes in both tertiary education policy
and the delivery of legal services.
The School was established at a time when the neo-liberal policy paradigm of substitution of
funding of public institutions with private sector funding was being introduced. The withdrawal
of funding for the Waikato Law School signalled the intention of the Government to withdraw
from the responsibility of totally funding tertiary institutions and to introduce private sector funding, primarily through increasing fees and enabling loans to students to fund their education. The
policy shift has also been accompanied by the commercialisation and commodification of tertiary
education. The emphasis on research for profit and courses that contribute to economic growth
are examples of this trend. These developments have taken place over the past 20 years, the life
of the Law School, and have been well documented and analysed so it is not the intention of this
article retread that territory.2 It should be noted however that the policy continues today with the
recent announcement of the extension of the policy of performance based funding for tertiary
institutions.3
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An understanding of the evolving public policy context within which the Waikato Law School
has developed is the focus of this article. I shall first briefly analyse the original purpose for the
founding of the Law School, which was mainly to fulfil the demand for legal professionals in the
region. The article will then outline the original mission of the School to achieve three primary
objectives, namely: to deliver a professional legal education that would qualify students for the
practice of law; to teach law within the legal, social, economic and political context of the time;
and to develop a bi-cultural approach to legal education. The considered statement of intent for the
new Law School reflected the interest and circumstances surrounding its establishment. It is also
a distinctive feature of the School and defines its identity of a distinctive provider of legal education. The article will then analyse the changes in the public policy environment on the delivery
of a legal education that is consistent with the original objectives of the School. For example, the
neo-liberal public policy paradigm has influenced the practice of law as is reflected in the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act 2006 which requires not only the professional studies programmes but
also for it to be reflected in law school courses. The policy paradigm is also reflected in regulatory frameworks that govern every aspect of legal studies. Finally I shall consider the impact of
the performance-based model of funding on the delivery of legal education at the Waikato Law
School.

II. Why a Fifth Law School?
Since the establishment of the University of Waikato in 1964, there had been a lobby led by members of the legal profession in the region to establish a law school. It is sometimes easy to forget
the value provincial New Zealanders place on education. It is not only a way to increase the prosperity of the region but it also makes a contribution to the cultural and intellectual life of the community. The dedication of a few advocates in Hamilton for a law school started to be rewarded
when the unfulfilled market demand for lawyers in the region in the 1980s became too obvious to
ignore. The Waikato/Bay of Plenty region had found it difficult to attract young lawyers to legal
practice. The case for a fifth law school at Waikato University was formalised in a report prepared
by a committee representing Waikato and Auckland Universities and the Auckland and Hamilton
District Law Societies.
Te Mätähauariki: The Report of the Law School Committee4 sets out the case for a new
law school and foreshadows the character of the future Waikato Law School. The title Te
Mätähauariki:5
conveys in a literal sense, the horizon where earth meets the sky; in a practical sense, a meeting place of
people ands their ideas and ideals; in a spiritual or metaphysical sense, aspiring towards justice and social
equity.

The Report itself addressed four questions: the demand and supply of lawyers in New Zealand;
the role a law school would play in enabling the University to serve more adequately the needs
of the people of its region; the character and philosophy of the Law School; and the resource issues associated with the creation of a law school. It not only established that there was a demand
for more legal practitioners in the region, but also highlighted the developments in the law that
reflected changes in society, such as the importance of the Treaty of Waitangi, the development
4
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of administrative law, environment law, labour law, human rights, commercial practice, and international trade law. Apart from the local demand for law graduates, it also identified the rise of
the mega law firm that created a demand for new legal specialists in banking, finance, intellectual
property and computer and information technology.
The Report also described the University of Waikato region as having the lowest proportions
of retention, matriculation and participation rates of any university region – 4.1 per cent of males
and 4.2 per cent of females aged between 18 and 24 years – yet it was one of New Zealand’s fastest growing areas. Of those students from the region attending universities, only 54 per cent are
enrolled at the University of Waikato because of the limited range of professional programmes.
The low participation rate was also attributed to both the rural nature of the region and the high
proportion of residents of Mäori descent. In 1986, 21.7 per cent of the population of the region
identified as Mäori and 30 per cent of the New Zealand Mäori population lived in the University
of Waikato region. The University of Waikato had deliberately attempted to create a cultural and
intellectual environment that was supportive of Mäori tertiary study so the Report noted the establishment of a Law School would enable the University to “…reaffirm its commitment to biculturalism and will have an opportunity to give new meaning to the notion of partnership of good faith,
a concept central to the Treaty of Waitangi.”6
The Report also endorsed the notion of the new Law School adopting a new approach to legal education and the structure of the law degree. All the law degrees at that time required a first
year course of legal system and a selection of non-law courses, with the succeeding three years
consisting of the core subjects of contracts, torts, criminal law, public law and property law and
a selection of optional law courses that varied from law school to law school. The Council of
Legal Education determined the courses required for admission as barristers and solicitors so any
Waikato law degree would need to gain the approval of the Council. Although acknowledging the
final structure of the degree was a matter for the foundation Dean and the Council of Legal Education, the Report stated a preference for any degree to include extra-legal subjects at not only stage
one level but also stage two and three level. This preference was advocated to ensure the Waikato
law degree enabled students to study law in the context of the society in which it functioned. The
Report stated:
We understand the law and society perspective to be an approach that recognises that law and the personnel of the legal system operate not in vacuo but within a social, political and economic environment,
and can only be understood as such. Law is both a product of these forces and a force in its own right
affecting their development. …In this context, we would note that a law and society perspective is both
a consequence of a commitment to establishing a law school that seeks to become bi-cultural as well as a
further reinforcement of the importance of that desire.7

When making the case for the new Law School, the Report acknowledged the need for the school
to be well resourced, particularly the Library. It is interesting to observe that a total student enrolment of 460 with a teaching staff of 19 was projected for the Law School once fully established.
Twenty years later the Law School has graduated over 2500 students, and in July 2009 enrolment
exceeded 600 EFTS with a staff of 25.8 The Library was of particular concern to the Committee that prepared the Report because while law is considered relatively inexpensive to produce
as a university degree, the mark of a credible law school has been its Library. While then the
6
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Report concluded that the case for a law school at the University of Waikato was unanswerable,
it required a commitment of public funds. This meant a case had to be made to convince the University Grants Committee, the funding agency, and the Government to allocate the funds for the
purpose.
The Report was referred to the University Grants Committee (UGC), the funding agency that
negotiated with governments for university funding. Progress in the case was made in 1989 when
the Government announced it would ask the Council of Legal Education to advise it on the issue.
While the Government funded the university system through the UGC, the Council had control
over the professional curriculum to be taught by the law schools so this was the appropriate process. The Council was asked to address the following issues: whether there was a need for funding of more places at universities for law students; whether the existing four law schools could
accommodate increased demand; and an assessment of the bids from Massey University and the
University of Waikato for a new school. Both universities presented very different proposals –
Massey sought a business focus to its law degree, while Waikato sought a law in context approach
to its degree. Both intended to provide a professional qualification however.
The Council of Legal Education concluded that the demand for student places in all law
schools substantially exceeded the places available; that the existing law schools had no plans
to increase places for law students; and identified the issues that would need to be addressed by
any law school that was awarded the funding for a new law school, including: adequate funding
for staff and a library; the need for a multipurpose degree that fulfilled professional qualification
standards but also prepared students for careers outside the legal profession (it estimates a third
of law graduates did not remain in legal practice); and the need to ensure there were more opportunities for woman and Mäori to study law. The Report is worth rereading because most of
its observations remain relevant today, including the relatively inexpensive cost of a law degree.
The Report was referred to the Government and the UGC, and the Government announced on 30
October 1989 that funding of $10million over four years had been awarded for a new law school
at the University of Waikato.
From its beginning then, the Waikato Law School was intended to challenge the existing traditional approaches to legal education. It recognised that a law degree had to prepare the student
for a changing profession and society and that many students would pursue careers outside the
law. As the Foundation Dean I was conscious when I took up the appointment in July 1990 of
the need to fulfil the expectations expressed in the Te Mätähauariki Report. In this task assistance
was sought from a group of legal academics and law practitioners to ensure the degree met the
competing expectations of the Council of Legal Education, and the local legal profession.9 The
wider community’s concern focussed on access to the opportunity for a legal education not only
for school leavers but also those older people, especially women, who for a variety of reasons had
9
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been denied the opportunity of a legal education.10 There was also an expectation that the first students would be admitted at the beginning of the 1991 academic year. This required the process of
degree approval and hiring of staff and preparation of classes by the end of 1990.
The end of 1990 saw the completion of preparations for commencement of the degree programme, but it was external events that intervened to place the whole project at risk. The 1990
general election returned a National Government and a new tertiary education policy. Among the
early Government announcements was the withdrawal of the $10 million allocated to establish the
new Waikato Law School. Several other tertiary institutions also had withdrawal of funding at the
time that clearly signalled a change in policy. Although the Government had removed the capital
funding from the University of Waikato, the income from student fees remained and enabled the
University to fund the law school. The final decision was therefore left to the institution to determine if it would continue with the project. The commitment of the Vice Chancellor and support
from key staff and the community leaders ensured the necessary support and the focus returned to
preparations for receiving the first students.
At the time it was an interesting legal and constitutional question whether such government
action was legitimate and whether liability had been incurred and compensation should be paid.
There was no question that a new government is not bound constitutionally by the decisions of
a previous government. This principle lies at the heart of New Zealand’s constitutional arrangements and accounts for radical swings in policy with the election of new governments. The question of liability and compensation for actions taken in reliance on a previous government’s decision is a more interesting one. Unfortunately in this instance the University decided not to pursue
legal action and settled for a payout of $1million. The decision of the University was understandable in the context. Universities generally are reluctant to have direct confrontations with governments because they fund them. There had also recently been a clash between the universities and
the previous Government over amendments to the Education Act 1990 that were designed to bring
universities into conformity with the neo-liberal public policy paradigm introduced by the Fourth
Labour Government.11 Both institutions have generally tried to respect each other’s jurisdiction,
though governments have the greater power through its control of funding to influence what is
taught or not taught in universities.

III. Tertiary Public Policy
The challenge faced by the universities in an age of economic rationalism and market theories is
how to reconcile the reality of decreasing public funding with the delivery of a university education that is open to all who are qualified to enter and which teaches its students not only specific
professional skills but the capability to think independently, or as Butterworth and Tarling have
expressed it “Universities are for thinking.”12 The Waikato law degree was designed to achieve
both a market objective, that is, prepare students for employment, and an intellectual objective,
that is, teaching students to think analytically and independently which are professional characteristic of the lawyer. Ironically then although the Waikato approach to legal education was criticised
by some in 1990, it was well suited to prepare the students for the new environment. Teaching law
in context and placing an emphasis on emerging areas such as environmental law and the Treaty
10
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of Waitangi, and making courses such as corporate entities and dispute resolution compulsory
prepared students for the reality of the consequences of the new policy environment.
As public funding was withdrawn from public services and previously regulated services were
de-regulated people sought new ways to resolve their disputes and new advice and how to negotiate their way through a constantly changing regulatory environment. For example, employment
law became part of mainstream legal practice after the Employment Contracts Act 1991; the decision in 1986 to recognise land claims under the Treaty of Waitangi from 1840 created a new area
of legal practice as public funds were made available to fund the claims; the regulation ‘lite’ approach to the construction industry contributed to a leaky building problem that consumes many
legal services; the changing nature of relationships and the incorporation of all relationships within a legal regime such as the Property Relationships Act 1976 has changed the nature of family
law; and so the list could continue as New Zealand has experienced a period of rapid legal change
to accommodate the changing economic, social and cultural environment. This accommodation is
evidenced in the rise of courses on human rights, reflecting the increasing emphasis on individual
rights as the state redefines its responsibility as being primarily economic management; courses
relating to international trade and institutions as New Zealand endeavours to compete internationally to improve economic growth; and intellectual property courses that highlight the dominance
of technology in restructuring relationships.
While more than a knowledge of legal rules was always expected from lawyers, the regulatory
scrutiny of legal services now requires a much more professional approach by lawyers, as is seen
in the provisions of the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act 2006. The events surrounding the passage
of this legislation that took over ten years are an interesting case study of the struggle between
traditional notions of professionalism and the new managerial practices that are now required in
all law firms. The recent Government inquiry into legal aid and the provision of legal services is
another example of more changes to come that will impact on the delivery of legal services.13 The
changing nature of the legal profession itself is reflected in the number of students who undertake
double degrees to prepare themselves for an ever changing market place.
Overall the objectives of the Waikato Law School as outlined in Te Mätähauariki as it relates
to the character of the Law School are still reflected in the degree programmes that are offered 20
years later. The School has endeavoured to reflect the changes in demand that are part of studying
law in its economic, social and cultural context. This is seen in both the content and delivery of
the programmes. The academic staff are still primarily responsible for the courses offered and the
content of those courses. It is their academic experience and judgement that enables some level of
intellectual independence to remain. In this context the Council of Legal Education is an important element of quality control in the teaching of law.
The delivery and structure of the programmes however is more directly affected by changes
in funding and policy. As the universities are funded less to do more, compromises must be made
in the delivery of the courses. An early example of this process was the requirement to teach full
year core legal courses in three semesters. This practice is now taken as normal as are the intensive courses of two to three weeks. Lack of resources has also been a factor in the reduction of the
number of small group teaching and the encouragement of staff to substitute their teaching with
casual practitioner teachers to enable them to publish which brings in money for the School.
13
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From the outset the School had placed a great deal of emphasis on the quality of its teaching
programme. The focus of the programme was small group teaching, with an emphasis on oral
and written skills training. Advocacy, negotiation and technology skills were seen of particular
importance. The reason for the emphasis on quality teaching was twofold. First, it was a branding
strategy to attract students and prepare them for practice. It was recognised that there would be reluctance by some law firms to employ Waikato law students so in many ways they had to be better
than other students. The programme was new and innovative and therefore within a conservative
profession it was sensible to anticipate a suspicion to embrace the new product.
Second, it was anticipated that most of the students would be recruited from the local region
and that many of those students would be Mäori. The Waikato Law School was also the only
law school not to have a quota for Mäori students. There was also a strategy to attract Pacific
students, especially those funded by the government. It was therefore realistic to expect most
students would not come from tertiary educated families or a professional environment. Also the
country was experiencing redundancies and high unemployment in the early and mid 1990s which
resulted in an influx of mature students either seeking retraining, or new skills to re-enter the labour market. The result was a great diversity of students who required special teaching skills to
ensure that the necessary technical legal skills were imparted as well as ensure the law in context
approach to their education was intellectually well grounded and integrated into the degree programme. Face to face direct contact with students was seen in the 1990s as the preferred method
to deliver quality legal education and that was the approached adopted by the new law school.
The method of teaching from the beginning was also influenced by the early adoption of technology. Waikato was the first law school to establish a computer laboratory within the School
with the assistance of funding from the local law society. From the beginning then it had positioned itself to be a leader in law and technology in recognition of the fact that technology would
increasingly influence the delivery of legal services. This emphasis has been maintained by the
School but the decline in funding is now influencing the delivery of legal education in ways that
were not anticipated in 1990.
Students today who under the pressure of servicing student loans are working part or full-time
while studying full-time. The result has been they now turn up less for classes and rely more on
the online materials and occasional one to one sessions with their teachers, often through email.
While traditional academic teachers may not consider this practice desirable, the student behaviour is consistent with the economic rationalist approach to tertiary education. It also raises the
question of what is the real value of the teacher to the delivery of knowledge and more importantly under the current policy, how can this value be judged?14
Traditionally it has been the legal professional employers generally and clients who judge
whether the graduates meet the market demand for qualified legal services. Apart from the ups
and downs of the economy, there is no evidence that Waikato Law School graduates have any
more difficulty than others in obtaining employment. The recording of more accurate information
on the destination of graduates would be useful however in these times where proof of performance is required for funding. On the traditional measure then it could be argued that the business
case for the Law School has been vindicated. This however is not the current test for satisfactory
performance.
14
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Since the establishment of the Law School in 1990, tertiary policy has developed to make
it explicit that the primary objective of economic growth is reflected in the funding of tertiary
institutions, including universities. There are some who may argue that this policy could conflict
with the objectives of the Education Act 1989 in particular s 161 relating to academic freedom. It
is clear however from a series of amendments to the Act that the shift towards greater economic
accountability and objectives has been incorporated in the legislation. The role of the university
is now set out in the Tertiary Education Strategy 2010 - 2015. The Strategy clearly identifies the
core roles of the universities in New Zealand as follows:15
Universities
Universities have three core roles:
To undertake research that adds to the store of knowledge
To provide a wide range of research-led degree and post-graduate education that is of an international
standard
To act as sources of critical thinking and intellectual talent.
The Government expects universities to:
Enable a wide range of students to successfully complete degree and post-graduate qualifications
Undertake internationally recognised original research
Create and share new knowledge that contributes to New Zealand’s economic and social development
and environment management.

While there is little to disagree with in the academic or intellectual intent of the above statement,
the reality is that the overall purpose of the Strategy makes it clear that public funding of tertiary
education is to be seen as an investment for the purpose of promoting New Zealand’s economic
growth. The language, values and techniques of economic management pervade the strategy. This
is clear in the Strategy’s concluding statement: “In the long term, we would expect that shifts in
these indicators would lead to innovation and productivity improvements that drive economic
growth.”16 The indicators in the statement are the key performance indicators to determine the
level of funding for each tertiary institution.
Before the performance indicators are discussed, it may be useful to describe briefly the tertiary education funding policy. Funding is allocated on an annual basis in the budget. There are
two public sources of funding – one for funding research, including performance-based research
funding (PBRF), the Foundation for Science Research and Technology (FoRST), and the Marsden
Fund; and one that essentially funds activities relating to students, the Student Achievement Component (SAC). A system of performance indicators and review is already in place for research
funding. The Government has announced a system of performance indicators for funding related
to students and the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) is currently in the process of finalising the implementation of that policy. The TEC is the agency responsible for devising the key
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performance indicators and after a round of consultation with the tertiary institutions has recently
reported as follows:17
The educational performance indicators for SAC funding are:
• Successful course completion: measure by the EFTS-weighted successful course completion rate.
• Student retention: measured by the student continuation or completion rate.
• Qualification completion: measured by the EFTS-weighed qualification completion rate.
• Student progression: measured by the completion progression rate.

Although it is too early to judge the impact of these performance indicators on the Law School’s
ability to deliver a professional legal education, it is apparent that the quantitative nature of the
indicators means little credit will be given to the quality of the teaching received by students. Undoubtedly the implication of the policy will be followed by the need for a review similar to that
which occurred with the PBRF funding policy.
The PBRF system of research funding was introduced in 2002 and has had a significant influence on the delivery of academic research including legal research. The primary purpose is “to
ensure that excellent research in the tertiary education sector is encouraged and rewarded.”18 The
method employed to achieve this objective was to allocate 15 per cent of the funding amongst the
institutions on the basis of external research income; 25 per cent on the basis of weighted research
degree completions; and 60 per cent on the basis of the quality evaluation of academics. Briefly,
eligible staff are assessed individually on the basis of an evidence portfolio containing information on their research that was assessed in 2003 and 2006 and will be assessed again in 2012. Each
staff member is individually graded by a peer review panel and graded from R (research inactive)
to A (highly innovative or original research that ranks amongst the best in the world and esteemed
by the international academic community).19
Few academics would argue with the encouragement to produce excellence in research or that
it is appropriate there should be accountability by academics to fulfill this part of their contracts.
Concern has been expressed however over aspects of the scheme including what qualifies as being within the definition of research, the implementation of the system of the assessment system
through the peer review panels, and unintended consequences of the use of PBRF as a staff appraisal substitute. A review of the quality evaluation was set up by the TEC with the appointment
of the PBRF Sector Reference Group in 2008; an independent review of PBRF undertaken by
Dr Jonathan Adams; and a series of consultations with the tertiary institutions. The independent
review of PBRF concluded that the Government’s objectives for PBRF were being met on most
counts, though some improvements could be made.20 The final results of this process are awaited
later in 2010 in time for preparation for the 2012 PBRF process.
Although the PBRF system of research funding has only been in force for seven years, it is
having an impact on the research practices of academics. As part of the evaluation of PBRF a
symposium was held by the Institute of Policy Studies at Victoria University of Wellington in
17
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collaboration with the Ministry of Education and the Tertiary Education Commission to examine
the most recent research available on the PBRF.21 Although all aspects of the scheme were considered, in this context it is the impact on the teaching-research nexus that is of interest because in
professional schools there is an emphasis on teaching to prepare students for entry to the profession. It was also apparent that such an emphasis financially disadvantaged professional schools
unless they could find a way to accommodate the professional demands with the requirements to
publish within the criteria set out in PBRF.
Sue Middleton, whose research on the impact of PBRF on the tension between education academics’ construction of their identity as “researchers” under PBRF and that of “teacher-educator”
as required by the regulatory framework to qualify teachers, is of relevance to other professional
schools such as law. She notes that:22
But teaching (and other professional) degrees must include practical curriculum courses to gain accreditation as qualifications, and to be credible with student teachers and their employers. A professional
degree’s practicum or clinical components are intrinsic parts of the degree qualification and to maintain
professional credibility they and their teachers must be given status.

It is also of relevance in the context of the Waikato Law School to note the concerns of Mäori
academics on the effect PBRF has on the construction of knowledge and intellectual autonomy of
Mäori scholars. In a recently published article Mäori academics identified 14 problems that stem
from PBRF for Mäori scholars and noted “We believe that an unintended consequence of PBRF
is the creation of significant barriers to increasing the volume, scope and quality of environmental
research for Mäori.”23 The most insightful and considered assessment of PBRF for legal education
was written by the late Professor Michael Taggart who concluded that “The PBRF push to publish
in international fora has the potential to disengage legal scholars from the needs and concerns of
the local legal community and the broader society, and to discourage research and writing aimed
at practical law reform or that speaks directly to practitioners.”24 He identified not only the threat
to local legal scholarship because its publication is not rewarded in career terms for the scholar,
but also the perils of rewarding a short term view to research that prefers the quantity of publications over the enduring quality of legal scholarship that comes from experience. The rewarding of
what he terms “selfish and self-regarding behaviour” also has the potential to weaken not only the
teaching programme but also the academic institution. Hopefully the current review of PBRF will
address many of these concerns for professional schools.
Of greater concern however is the current policy’s primary focus on economic growth and
the undervaluing of a liberal tertiary education on the quality of the public and private sector
governance. A balance of objectives is required if serious damage is not to be done to democratic
institutions. Martha Nussbaum, Professor of Law and Ethics at the University of Chicago, recently
21
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commented in the context of similar research funding schemes in the United Kingdom and the
United States that: “Resistance to the bureaucratisation of academic scholarship and teaching will
be difficult, but it is essential if the culture of the mind and heart that protects both knowledge
and citizenshp is to survive.”25 It may be some comfort to New Zealand legal academics to know
they are not alone in facing the constant pressure of reconciling the demands to publish in terms
of PBRF values and at the same time delivering a high quality professional education and service
the legal profession. The challenge is for the universities and their academic and administrative
managers to create the environment that produces both quality research and teaching while negotiating with governments a funding policy for universities that is accountable to governments and
the people. This is the reality of the struggle to preserve academic freedom and independence. A
greater challenge may lie for governments achieving their objectives of economic growth under
such policy regimes. A recent analysis of the relationship between economic growth and a variety
of well being factors revealed the limits of economic growth to achieve social well being.26 It may
be time not only to develop evidence based policy but also “Evidence-based Politics”.

IV. Conclusion
Given the fundamental public policy and consequential managerial changes within the universities, the Waikato Law School has survived not only a traumatic birth and the curse of being born
in interesting times. The School has had the advantage from the outset of a clear vision and purpose of the type of legal education it was committed to deliver. The consultation that accompanied
the formation of the School was forward looking in terms of the needs of various communities
for legal services. The fact that many of those needs have become more obvious over the past
20 years would indicate the benefit of an inclusive community approach to constructing a legal
education programme. The challenge for the School is to continue in this innovative tradition
however difficult it may be in the current policy environment. For better or worse the persona of
the School was formed at birth and its fate and survival will depend on its capacity to take an independent, edgy, innovative approach to legal education.
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2010).

